Electroencephalogram (EEG) stands out as a highly translational tool for psychiatric research, yet rodent and human EEG are not typically obtained in the same way. In this study we developed a tool to record skull EEG in awake-behaving rats in a similar manner to how human EEG are obtained and then used this technique to test whether acute NMDA receptor antagonism alters rodent EEG signals in a similar manner as in humans. Acute MK-801 treatment elevated gamma power and reduced beta band power, which closely mirrored EEG data from healthy volunteers receiving acute ketamine. To explore the mechanisms behind these oscillatory changes, we examined the effects of GABA-A receptor blockade, finding that picrotoxin (PTX) recapitulated the decrease in sound-evoked beta oscillations observed with acute MK-801, but did not produce changes in gamma band power. Chronic treatment with either PTX or MK-801 did not affect frequency-specific oscillatory activity when tested 24 h after the last drug injection, but decreased total broadband oscillatory power. Overall, this study validated a novel platform for recording rodent EEG and demonstrated similar oscillatory changes after acute NMDA receptor antagonism in both humans and rodents, suggesting that skull EEG may be a powerful tool for further translational studies.
INTRODUCTION
A significant hurdle to research on the pathophysiology and treatment of major psychiatric disorders is that these conditions are difficult to model in animals. Although much effort has been put into establishing useful rodent models, it is essential to identify aspects of rodent brain physiology that are analogous and, when possible, homologous to human brain physiology, through validated crossspecies biomarkers. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is one of the few techniques for measuring neural activity during resting, sensory, and cognitive tasks that can be recorded in rodents and humans alike. EEG is, therefore, a candidate translational biomarker that may allow us to conduct parallel studies across species (Luck et al, 2011) . EEG abnormalities are well characterized in schizophrenia (Cho et al, 2006; Hong et al, 2012; Rutter et al, 2009; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010) , bipolar disorder (Clementz et al, 1994) , alcohol dependence (Costa and Bauer, 1997) , and other psychiatric conditions. Previous studies have assessed EEG and evoked potentials in rodent models (Bickel et al, 2008; Broberg et al, 2010; Dissanayake et al, 2009; Ehrlichman et al, 2009b; Hakami et al, 2009; Vohs et al, 2009) , and recent evidence suggests surface EEG is correlated with neural synchrony among local field potential (LFP) sites (Musall et al, 2014) . However, the results are difficult to compare with human data due to very different approaches in how the signals are acquired and processed. Animal EEG recordings are routinely conducted with electrodes in direct contact with brain tissue with field electrodes or screws driven through the skull. A direct contact with brain tissue captures strong local signals that mask EEG data, whereas human EEG signals are greatly attenuated by non-conductive tissue (ie, the skull and skin). Therefore, questions remain on how well low-powered high-frequency components are represented in scalp EEG.
The first goal of this study was to create a tool to record skull EEG in awake-behaving rats in a similar manner to how human EEG are obtained and then test whether rodent EEG signals are altered similarly to human EEG under acute NMDA receptor antagonism. We chose NMDA receptor blockade because of its well-characterized effects on human EEG (Hong et al, 2010) and extensive use in human research to model aspects of schizophrenia (Krystal et al, 1994; Malhotra et al, 1996; Rowland et al, 2005a) . To further minimize methodological differences between human and rodent EEG, we used an auditory-evoked potential (AEP) paradigm and processed rodent EEG data using the wavelet-based signal processing we previously used in human studies (Hong et al, 2008a (Hong et al, , 2010 . We analyzed evoked power by presenting both pre-and post-stimulus data instead of their ratio, in order to avoid assumptions as to whether pre-and post-stimulus oscillations interact. In all, we are applying our established analytical tools in human neurophysiology studies to rodent EEG data.
The intent of reverse translational studies is not simply to replicate human observations, but also to explore the mechanism behind these phenomena by utilizing experimental approaches in animals that cannot be carried out in humans. Thus, in addition to recording skull EEG, we simultaneously obtained LFP from the primary auditory cortex (A1) and hippocampus (HP) to explore the regional specificity of oscillatory signals. Furthermore, given the strong evidence for GABAergic abnormalities in psychiatric disorders and the dependence of NMDA antagonism on inhibitory interneuron suppression, we expanded our pharmacological manipulations to study the oscillatory effects of GABA-A antagonism. Finally, we examined the consequences of chronic treatment with NMDA receptor and GABA-A antagonists for EEG and LFP signals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Surgery
All procedures were conducted according to the USPHS Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the University of Maryland School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (n ¼ 18) were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and group-housed (3 per cage) upon arrival in a room maintained at 23 1C with a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on at 0700 hours) with ad libitum access to food and water. Rats were allowed 2 weeks of acclimation to the animal facility before electrode implantation. Electrode arrays (Innovative Neurophysiology, Durham, NC) consisting of skull EEG electrodes and microwires for deep recordings (35 mm in diameter; Figure 1 ) were implanted in rats (400-450 g) under isoflurane anesthesia (5% of oxygen for induction and 2-3% for maintenance). Skull EEG electrodes consisted of 2 mm diameter Ag/AgCl disks that were cemented onto the skull surface at bregma, equivalent to the human vertex EEG site. Deep electrodes were implanted in A1 (5.2 mm caudal from bregma, 6.5 mm lateral to midline, 2.2 mm ventral to dura) and the CA1 region of the HP (5.2 mm caudal from bregma, 5.5 mm lateral, 3.8 mm from dura), and secured with dental cement. Carprofen (5 mg/kg i.p.) was given once daily for 72 h post surgery. Rats were allowed 3 weeks recovery before recordings. At the end of the study, rats were anesthetized with chloral hydrate and transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and sectioned at 50 mm on a freezing microtome. Electrode tracts were identified as small lesions in the tissue using a rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) . Only animals with appropriate electrode placement in A1 and HP were used for analyses.
Recordings in Behaving Rats
Recording sessions were conducted in clear 12 0 Â 12 0 plexiglass boxes (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT) housed within a sound-attenuated chamber. Rats were given three sessions of 30 min each to habituate to the recording box and to being plugged in and tethered to the commutator (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Electrophysiological signals were sampled at 1 kHz using a 32-channel Omniplex system (Plexon). Tones were driven by an RZ6 system (Tucker Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL) and delivered via speakers mounted in the recording chambers. After 10 min of habituation, rats were presented with 200 pairs of single white-noise sounds (1 ms, 75 dB clicks) with 500-ms intervals with a jittered time interval between the click pairs (2 ± 0.5 s). Sound parameters were the same as those used in humans (Hong et al, 2008b (Hong et al, , 2010 . We assessed oscillations during presentation of the first click (S1) and gating of evoked oscillations by calculating the ratio of the amplitudes of responses to the second click (S2) divided by the response to the S1.
Acute and Chronic Drug Treatment
After three baseline recording sessions on consecutive days with no drug or vehicle injection, all rats were recorded under acute ( þ )-MK-801 hydrogen maleate (0.1 mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma, St Louis, MO), picrotoxin (PTX) (0.5 mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma), or saline. MK-801 was chosen as opposed to ketamine for this study due to its substantially longer action in rodents (Hakami et al, 2009; Pinault, 2008) and increased specificity for NMDA receptors (Miyamoto et al, 2000) . In addition, previous studies using LFP recordings found similar effects of ketamine and MK-801 on oscillatory activity (Hakami et al, 2009; Pinault, 2008) . Rats were given i.p. injections and placed in the recording chamber to habituate for 15 min before recording. After the acute recording day, each animal was subsequently injected daily in their home cage for 21 days. This study was conducted in a counterbalanced crossover design. Animals were randomly assigned into one of three groups: MK-801-PTX, PTX-MK-801, or saline-saline. Baseline recordings were followed by acute drug administration and testing, daily injection for 21 days, and finally chronic testing in the drugfree state 1 day after the last injection. All rats had a 3-week washout period during which they remained in their home cage. Following this washout period, the group that previously received acute and chronic MK-801 was switched to acute and chronic PTX and vice versa.
Signal Processing and Analysis
We used Neuroscan v5.4 (Compumedics, El Paso, TX) to analyze sound-evoked oscillations. EEG signals from the S1 response obtained during the paired-sound task were filtered at 1-180 Hz, and sorted into 300-ms post-stimulus epochs. An automated artifact rejection using an amplitude filter at ±300 mV was used for all data to reject contaminated trials. This was followed by visual inspection of EMG and EEG data for movement-contaminated trials. The average number of trials used for each animal was 144.6 ± 23.5. We employed data analysis methods identical to those used in human studies (Hong et al, 2008b (Hong et al, , 2010 to maximize comparability between the species. To evaluate evoked power at different frequency bands of each single trial, we used an eight-level discrete biorthogonal wavelet (MathWorks) to separate evoked responses into eight details representing eight frequency bands. By simulation, we estimated the frequency bands of each detail: D1-D3 correspond to very high gamma frequencies (485 Hz), D4: 40-85 Hz (gamma), D5: 20-40 Hz (low gamma), D6: 12-20 Hz (beta), D7: 5-12 Hz (theta-alpha), D8: 1-5 Hz (delta). This method measured oscillations in single trials that include both stationary and non-stationary oscillatory responses associated with the stimulus, rather than only the stationary, time-locked component as in averaged AEP. The Energy within each frequency band was measured by power spectrum density (PSD) using a Welch method. The PSD in each frequency range from the accepted trials were then averaged. We converted the PSD data from each subject into relative power by normalizing the power in each frequency band to the total power in the 1-180 Hz range. We also calculated the averaged AEP in response to S1 and S2 to measure sensory gating. We filtered the EEG signals from individual animals using a 1-180-Hz bandpass filter, normalized to a 100-ms pre-stimulus interval, epoched, and averaged across trials. The P1 and N1 components were identified from the averaged AEP. We defined P1 as the first positive-going wave occurring between 10 and 45 ms post stimulus, and the N1 component as the first negative-going component directly following P1 between 20 and 70 ms post stimulus. N1 and P1 were automatically identified for S1 and S2, which were then visually verified. We calculated sensory gating as the S2/S1 ratio for N1 and P1.
Statistical Methods
SPSS and Graphpad programs were used for statistical analyses. For sound-evoked oscillations, we used a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA to compare the power in five frequency bands (gamma, high beta, low beta, theta-alpha, and delta) across recording sessions. All data passed the Shapiro-Wilks test of normality and violations of sphericity were subjected to Greenhouse-Geisser correction when necessary. For P1 and N1 gating, we used one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVAs to compare across recording sessions. Bonferroni post hoc tests were used for multiple comparisons following significant ANOVA.
RESULTS
Oscillatory Responses to Auditory Stimuli with Acute NMDA Receptor Antagonism
Acute MK-801 (0.1 mg/kg, i.p.) altered oscillatory power recorded with skull surface EEG. Repeated-measures ANOVA on five frequency bands during baseline (predrug) and acute MK-801 showed a significant frequency by session interaction (F (4,40) ¼ 5.560, p ¼ 0.001) without affecting total broadband power (1-180 Hz; t (10) ¼ 0.731, p ¼ 0.482). Post hoc tests revealed a significant increase in gamma (40-85 Hz; t (10) ¼ 3.956, p ¼ 0.003) and decrease in beta (12-20 Hz; t (10) ¼ 4.551, p ¼ 0.001) power with acute MK-801 (Figure 2) . Thus, NMDA receptor blockade causes a shift from low to high evoked EEG frequencies in rats. When analyzing the pre-stimulus period, we found a similar frequency by session interaction (F (4,40) ¼ 6.400, po0.001) with a significant elevation of gamma power (40-85 Hz; t (10) ¼ 3.900, p ¼ 0.003) and a decrease in beta power (12-20 Hz; t (10) ¼ 3.269, p ¼ 0.008), suggesting that acute MK-801 has a similar effect on EEG oscillations at rest and during auditory sensory processing.
In order to establish correlates of activity in brain regions important for processing sensory information thought to be disrupted in schizophrenia, we simultaneously recorded LFP responses from the A1 cortex and the CA1 region of the HP, observing a pattern similar to skull surface EEG. In the HP, we found a significant frequency by session interaction (F (4,32) ¼ 3.674, p ¼ 0.014), and post hoc tests revealed that acute MK-801 increased gamma power (t (8) ¼ 3.590, p ¼ 0.007) and decreased beta power from baseline (t (8) ¼ 2.743, p ¼ 0.025). In the A1 cortex, the frequency by session interaction (F (4,40) ¼ 2.291, p ¼ 0.076) did not reach statistical significance. There was no change in total broadband power in the HP (t (8) ¼ 1.873, p ¼ 0.098) or the A1 cortex (t (10) ¼ 1.599, p ¼ 0.141) after acute MK-801 administration. Thus, HP activity may correlate more closely with surface-evoked EEG oscillations than A1 cortex under this paradigm.
Oscillatory Responses to Auditory Stimuli with Acute GABA-A Receptor Blockade
As NMDA blockade has been proposed to exert its effects by selectively inactivating NMDA receptors in cortical GABA interneurons (Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) , we next explored whether GABA-A blockade reproduced the effects of NMDAR antagonists. The GABA-A channel blocker PTX also affected oscillations. We found a significant frequency by session interaction (F (4,40) ¼ 5.543, p ¼ 0.001), and post hoc tests showed that acute PTX (0.5 mg/kg) reduced beta band power from baseline (t (10) ¼ 4.557, p ¼ 0.001), similar to the effect of acute MK-801, but there was no significant difference in gamma band power. As with acute MK-801, total broadband power was not altered with acute PTX (t (10) ¼ 1.382, p ¼ 0.197; Figure 3) . In contrast to what we observed with acute MK-801, we found no significant frequency by session interaction in the pre-stimulus epoch, suggesting that the reduction in beta power by GABA-A blockade may only be evident during auditory sensory Acute PTX data is from a single session after acute PTX injection. We normalized the evoked power in each of the 5 frequency bands to the total power for each subject, represented here as relative power. Acute PTX significantly decreased tone-evoked beta power (12-20 Hz) compared with baseline, but had no significant effect on gamma band power. (c) Bar graphs shows decreased relative power in the beta band (left) and no difference in the gamma band (right).
processing. To ensure the lack of response to PTX was not due to insufficient dosing, we tested a subset of rats (n ¼ 4) with a higher dose (1.0 mg/kg) and found that three out of the four rats developed seizures within 20 min of injection. Therefore, the 0.5 mg/kg PTX dose was likely close to a maximal dose without epileptogenic activity. The data suggest that MK-801-induced reduction in beta, but not increased gamma, oscillations could be mediated by an attenuation of local inhibitory processes. We also analyzed oscillations in the HP and A1 cortex and did not find a significant frequency by session interaction at either location 
Gating of Skull-Recorded Averaged AEP
A common feature of schizophrenia is the inability to ignore irrelevant external information, evidenced by impairments in sensory gating (Adler et al, 1982; Freedman et al, 1983) . In the same experiments, we assessed AEP gating and their modulation by MK-801, PTX, or saline. P1 amplitude at S1 showed an overall significant effect when comparing baseline, acute MK-801, and chronic MK-801 (F (2,18) ¼ 7.210, p ¼ 0.005), although post hoc tests only revealed a significantly higher P1 amplitude in acute compared with chronic MK-801 (t (9) ¼ 3.032, p ¼ 0.014), and no differences between baseline and acute or chronic MK-801 (p40.05; Figure 5 ). When comparing baseline, acute PTX, and chronic PTX, there was no significant effect of P1 amplitude at S1 (F (2,20) ¼ 0.607, p ¼ 0.554). We also tested if there were changes in N1 amplitude, and found that at S1 there was no significant effect when comparing baseline, acute MK-801, and chronic MK-801 (F (2,18) ¼ 2.281, p ¼ 0.131) or PTX 
DISCUSSION
In an effort to optimize EEG as a translational tool, we developed a method of acquiring skull surface EEG in awake-behaving rats that resembles how EEG is acquired in humans. Acute NMDAR antagonism using MK-801 significantly increased vertex EEG gamma power and reduced beta frequency power in awake-behaving rats during an auditory-evoked paradigm. To explore the mechanisms behind altered oscillations, we used the GABA-A receptor antagonist PTX, which reduced vertex EEG beta power similarly to acute MK-801, but did not affect gamma band power. These effects suggest that the increase in gamma power induced by NMDAR antagonism may be due to actions on a specific subtype of GABAergic interneurons and not on an overall reduction in interneuron activity. The lack of effect on gamma band by PTX does not appear to be due to low dose because we used a dose close to what is required to induce seizures. Acute MK-801 also increased gamma and reduced beta power in the HP, but not in A1.
We also examined the effects of chronic NMDAR antagonist or GABA-A blockade on oscillations, but did not find any frequency-specific effect of 21-day MK-801 or PTX treatment on auditory-evoked EEG oscillations. We did, however, find a significant decrease in total EEG broadband power after chronic MK-801, suggesting there may be a general blunting of oscillatory activity. EEG oscillations are useful tools to assess neural excitability and correlates of cortical disinhibition in a translational manner. These oscillations are thought to facilitate communication within and across brain regions (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006b ). In schizophrenia patients, neural oscillations are altered and may contribute to abnormal sensory and cognitive performance (Barr et al, 2010; Cho et al, 2006; Kwon et al, 1999; Mulert et al, 2011; Rutter et al, 2009; Spencer et al, 2003; Spencer et al, 2009; Uhlhaas et al, 2006a) . Supporting rodent skull EEG as a useful translational tool, we found that acute MK-801 in rodents closely mirrors ketamine effects in healthy human volunteers (Hong et al, 2010) . In a previous study, the same auditory paradigm and wavelet signal extraction used here revealed that acute ketamine significantly elevated gamma band oscillations at 40-85 Hz and reduced low-frequency oscillations at delta and theta-alpha bands (1-12 Hz) compared with placebo in humans (Hong et al, 2010) . Although low-frequency decreases induced by ketamine in humans (1-12 Hz) and by MK-801 in rodents (12-20 Hz) slightly differ in the bandwidth involved, there is an overall similar pattern of shifting power from low to high frequencies with acute NMDAR antagonism in both humans and rodents. While not identical, these comparable results suggest that evoked EEG oscillations are highly translatable across species when recorded in a similar manner.
We also examined if AEP gating was affected by NMDAR antagonists in rodents and humans in a similar manner. Although AEP gating is impaired in schizophrenia patients (Adler et al, 1986; Freedman et al, 1983) , it is not affected by ketamine when tested in healthy controls (Hong et al, 2010; Oranje et al, 2002; van Berckel et al, 1998) , suggesting that NMDA receptors may not be critically involved in this AEP. Here, we found that neither acute nor chronic MK-801 treatment significantly altered the amplitude of the rat P1 or N1 components or the gating of P1 or N1 amplitudes. This lack of effect of MK-801 on AEP gating is consistent with what has been found with humans on ketamine, further supporting our ability to replicate human EEG findings in rodents.
NMDAR antagonists have been used extensively to probe questions related to the neurobiology of schizophrenia. Indeed, NMDAR antagonists such as ketamine consistently induce a schizophrenia-like psychotic state in healthy volunteers (Krystal et al, 1994; Luby et al, 1959; Malhotra et al, 1996) , worsen psychosis in schizophrenia patients (Lahti et al, 1995) , and improve depression (Berman et al, -801 (red-striped) . No significant differences in peak amplitudes were found with acute or chronic MK-801 compared with baseline. (c-e) Auditory sensory gating of P1 and N1 components obtained by dividing the peak amplitude evoked by S2 by the peak amplitude evoked by S1. All groups demonstrated gating of the response of S2 relative to S1, however, acute or chronic MK-801 treatment did not alter this gating from baseline.
2000; Zarate et al, 2006) . These drugs are hypothesized to produce psychotomimetic effects by creating a hyperexcitable state in the brain as evidenced by increased glutamate levels (Rowland et al, 2005b; Stone et al, 2012) and an elevation in global connectivity (Driesen et al, 2013) . Furthermore, EEG studies have revealed alterations in excitation-inhibition balance following acute ketamine such as increased high-frequency and decreased low-frequency activity (Hong et al, 2010) . Non-competing NMDAR antagonists are thought to preferentially act on GABAergic interneurons, perhaps due to their depolarized membrane potential or selective expression of NMDAR subunits with greater sensitivity to non-competing blockade such as GluN2C (Monyer et al, 1994) . This selective action would reduce inhibitory influence on pyramidal cells and cause a net hyperexcitable circuit (O'Donnell, 2011) . Consistent with this scenario, MK-801 has been shown to increase glutamate levels in the prefrontal cortex of rats (Moghaddam et al, 1997) , while decreasing GABA levels (Yonezawa et al, 1998) . The data we report here along with others (Ehrlichman et al, 2009a; Hakami et al, 2009; Lazarewicz et al, 2010Pinault, 2008 indicate that acute NMDAR antagonists produce robust elevations in gamma band activity. It is hypothesized that NMDAR antagonists may preferentially act at certain subtypes of GABAergic neurons to produce alterations in gamma activity. Indeed, optogenetic studies have shown that parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (PV-IN) are involved in the generation of gamma band oscillations (Cardin et al, 2009; Sohal et al, 2009 ). Thus, it is possible that alterations in PV-IN activity may underlie oscillatory changes driven by NMDAR antagonists. However, we did not observe any significant change in gamma band activity following acute GABA-A blockade. One possible explanation for the differential effects of PTX and MK-801 on gamma oscillations is that MK-801 could be acting on somatostatin-expressing interneurons, which inhibit both pyramidal cells and PV-IN, while PTX inhibits all GABAergic activity. On the other hand, the effect of MK-801 on beta oscillations was mimicked by GABA-A antagonism, suggesting that beta band activity may be driven by a different cellular mechanism than gamma oscillations. Our findings suggest that NMDA blockade effects on beta oscillations may be driven by overall loss of GABA-A activity, but the effects on gamma oscillations could be due to complex actions that may be limited to a subset of neurons. We also assessed EEG effects of chronic administration of NMDAR and GABA-A antagonists. Previous studies have shown that, although acute ketamine increases frontal cortical blood flow (Breier et al, 1997; Lahti et al, 1995; Vollenweider et al, 1997) , long-term ketamine or PCP use is associated with reduced frontal lobe blood flow and glucose utilization (Hertzmann et al, 1990) . These data suggest that acute NMDAR antagonist administration may produce a hyperactive cortical state, but repeated or chronic NMDAR antagonist exposure may produce the opposite. Behavioral effects of chronic NMDAR antagonists in rodents have yielded mixed results with some tasks showing impairments (Abdul-Monim et al, 2007; Broberg et al, 2009; Hanania et al, 1999; Lee et al, 2005) , while others are intact (Egerton et al, 2008) . Very little is known about long-lasting neurophysiologic effects of chronic NMDAR antagonism. Our data show that, in contrast to the robust effects of acute MK-801 and PTX, chronic administration did not alter auditory-evoked oscillatory activity when tested in a drugfree state. However, we did find a significant decrease in total broadband power after chronic MK-801, but not PTX, suggesting that chronic MK-801may produce a blunting of oscillatory power across in a nonfrequency-specific manner. This is in line with previous studies showing reduced theta and gamma power after chronic or subchronic NMDAR antagonism (Featherstone et al, 2012; Kittelberger et al, 2012) . Interestingly, these studies detected oscillatory effects several weeks or months after cessation of chronic NMDAR antagonism, suggesting that effects of chronic NMDAR antagonism may be long lasting. Our current study only tested the rats after 24 h of abstinence, and thus it is possible that we would have found stronger or more frequencyspecific effects after a longer duration of abstinence.
We have implemented a practical technique for recording skull surface EEG in awake-behaving rodents that resembles human EEG recording, while allowing for simultaneous intracortical recording. The majority of neurophysiological studies in rodents have used LFP recordings, which can provide more spatially localized oscillatory information. However, data acquired this way is less directly translatable to human EEG given the significant differences in signal attenuation and filtering, and the masking effect of local neural activity on a true EEG signal. The fact that our EEG findings in rodents with acute MK-801 closely mirror EEG data from humans on ketamine further supports the validity of this platform for translating between rodent and human EEG studies. Our approach also allowed us to directly compare skull EEG and intracortical signals within the same animals. We found that even though high-frequency oscillations comprise a small percentage of the total EEG signal, we were able to detect significant changes in these oscillations with acute NMDAR antagonists. This finding supports the legitimacy of high-frequency oscillatory data in human EEG studies. In fact, although we observed parallel oscillatory changes in the HP and skull surface EEG with NMDAR blockade, the pharmacological effect was actually stronger in the EEG signal. Overall, skull EEG electrodes have the potential to be a powerful translational tool for elucidating mechanisms behind altered oscillations in psychiatric disorders, and hold promise for future studies into mechanisms underlying oscillatory abnormalities across multiple disorders.
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